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Goals

After successfully completing this workshop you will be able to:
• Describe the benefits of interactive learning
• Identify strategies to increase student engagement and learning
• Plan interactive learning strategies while physical distancing
• Prepare for student resistance



Benefits 

of Active 

Learning



Designing Learning Experiences

Learning Goals

Feedback &
Assessment

Teaching &
Learning
Activities

Situational Factors
Modified from 
Fink, 2003, 2013



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Launch “Lecture Retention” Poll Q1



First exposure
In class

Process
Student’s own time

Response
Instructor’s own time

How effective is communication in this model?

Traditional Lecture Method

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st exposure in traditional class takes place in class, via a professor’s lecture, even if you ask for reading ahead of time typically students go off and process alone – not always a successful approach response time typically is teacher alone – grading student work  - takes lots of time, trying to include any kind of meaningful responseQ: How effective is communication in this model? Not very.A study was done some time ago showing just how ineffective it is on several levels.  You can imagine that when you return papers, handwriting is awful, ask group of students whether they can read it, they may say no. Can they understand? Another group fails. Can you use this for future improvement? Even more fall off.  Fraught with peril, even when you do it digitally (with canned answer etc)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Launch “Lecture Retention” Poll Q2



First exposure
Student’s own time

Process & Response
In class

Selected response
Instructor’s own time

Interactive Method

Presenter
Presentation Notes
first exposure outside of class – e.g. video lecture or reading - along with some processing (need something to keep them accountable to first exposure, some little product – quiz or assignment – this also leads to some processing) (process = applying info – going further than just having seen it)in class, you can do all process time – continues in class. Also gives you the chance to do some responding IN CLASS – helps with time. Also some first exposure/lecture is still useful in class. Certain concepts better in person. Particularly things that show a thought process – e.g. demonstrate working through a complex problem, or doing a demo that is especially powerful in person.One of goals is that time spent responding outside of class goes down. Mostly just higher stakes things; smaller things take place in class and they already got feedback from you and each other



Traditional Lecture vs. Interactive Method

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention Humanities/SS discussion-based classes look very similar to this model. Example later that will help make the interactive method most effective.Two things to keep in mind: AccountabilityStudent buy-inStudy (published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences)  (college physics course)“Measuring actual learning versus feeling of learning in response to being actively engaged in the classroom” September 4, 2019Compared students’ self-reported perception of learning with their actual learning under controlled conditions in large-enrollment introductory college physics courses taught using 1) active instruction (following best practices in the discipline) and 2) passive instruction (lectures by experienced and highly rated instructors). Found that students in the active classroom learn more, but they feel like they learn less. Be transparent--why you are doing these active learning things and expectations etcprompts need to be good (on a  slide, written), take them to a different level of understanding but is manageable



Image adapted from “Using ClassPace™ in a Flipped Classroom.” Odysseyware, 6 July 2018, www.odysseyware.com/blog/using-classpace-flipped-classroom.

Traditional Interactive

Traditional Lecture vs. Interactive Method

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fits really well with Big Ideas/Learning Goals you already set this morning. (That Emily and Dominique talked about.)



- Makes students accountable

- Increases time on task

- Invests teacher time in the most difficult aspects of learning

- Enhances and expands student engagement

- Uses peers appropriately

Advantages of Interactive Method

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take-Aways:AccountabilityDaily assignments that countStudies show one of biggest factors in learning outcomes is time on task – this increases it, spreads it over semester – for long-term learning First exposure isn’t hard part; doing something with it is – this way, teacher is available to help during that time.  Part of the learning process rather than recipient of knowledgePeers/TAs can help with increased logistics – peer review; TA grading or circulating throughout groups (with appropriate training)Also:Increase communication & effectiveness of response time



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Launch “Course Type” PollCreate Breakout-Rooms



Breakout Rooms Activity: Identify Space For Interaction

• 2-3 min: Consider a class that you teach and free write about:
• How have you created, or could you create, space for in class 

interaction?
• What first exposure could happen outside of the classroom?

• 5 min: Share ideas. 
• Discuss.
• Take notes on next few slides (one person per line/row). 



Group #1

Courses
• Hist 2111

• Intro to Criminal 
Justice

• HiST 2112

How Have/Could Create 
Space for In-Class Interaction
• Breakout Rooms, 

Review
• Group Activity

• GROUP ACTIVITY
• PRIMARY SOURCE 

EVALUATIO

Content for 1st Exposure 
outside of Class
• Readings & 

Homework
• Miranda v. Arizona

• READING AND 
HOMEWORK 
ACTIVITIES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2-3 min: Consider a class that you teach and free write about:How have you created, or could you create, space for in class interaction?What first exposure could happen outside of the classroom?5 min: Share ideas. Discuss.Take notes on next few slides (one person per line/row). 



Group #2

Courses
How Have/Could Create 
Space for In-Class Interaction
• Projects, group work, 

packets

• Remote: Multiple-
choice questions 
(Polls), breakout 
rooms

• Math 1113

• Chem 1211

Content for 1st Exposure 
outside of Class

• Video lectures, 
linked to textbook, 
interactive 
programs/apps, 
checklists

• Primer (interesting 
video relating to real 
life)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2-3 min: Consider a class that you teach and free write about:How have you created, or could you create, space for in class interaction?What first exposure could happen outside of the classroom?5 min: Share ideas. Discuss.Take notes on next few slides (one person per line/row). 



Group #3

Courses
How Have/Could Create 
Space for In-Class Interaction

••

Content for 1st Exposure 
outside of Class

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2-3 min: Consider a class that you teach and free write about:How have you created, or could you create, space for in class interaction?What first exposure could happen outside of the classroom?5 min: Share ideas. Discuss.Take notes on next few slides (one person per line/row). 



Strategies to 
Increase 
Student 

Engagement 
and Learning



Pollev.com/rachelruppre297

OR

Text “RACHELRUPPRE297” to 37607 once to join. 



Plan 
Instruction

Identify 
Desired 
Results

Determine 
Acceptable 
Evidence

Big Ideas 
and Skills

Culminating 
Assessment

Learning 
Events

Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wiggins, G.P. & McTighe, J. (2005) Understanding by design. Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development.



Identify 
Desired 
Results

Big Ideas 
and Skills

“Upon successful completion 
of this class, you will be able 

to…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wiggins, G.P. & McTighe, J. (2005) Understanding by design. Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development.



Identify 
Desired 
Results

Determine 
Acceptable 
Evidence

Big Ideas 
and Skills

Culminating 
Assessment

Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wiggins, G.P. & McTighe, J. (2005) Understanding by design. Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development.



Determine 
Acceptable 
Evidence

Culminating 
Assessment

How will students 
demonstrate their learning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wiggins, G.P. & McTighe, J. (2005) Understanding by design. Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development.



Plan 
Instruction

Identify 
Desired 
Results

Determine 
Acceptable 
Evidence

Big Ideas 
and Skills

Culminating 
Assessment

Learning 
Events

Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wiggins, G.P. & McTighe, J. (2005) Understanding by design. Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development.



Plan 
Instruction

Learning 
Events

What will happen in the 
class?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wiggins, G.P. & McTighe, J. (2005) Understanding by design. Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development.



• “Getting all students to do something course-related in class 
other than just watching and listening to the instructor and 
taking notes.”

• Felder and Brent (2016). Teaching and Learning STEM: A Practical 
Guide.

• “… in the context of the college classroom, active learning is 
anything that "involves students in doing things and thinking 
about the things they are doing."

• Bonwell, C., & Eison, J. (1991)

Active Learning Definitions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kevin



• “Learning is not a spectator sport. Students do not learn 
much just by sitting in class listening to teachers, memorizing 
prepackaged assignments, and spitting our answers. They 
must talk about what they are learning, write about it, relate 
it to past experiences, apply it to their daily lives. They must 
make what they learn part of themselves.”

• Chickering and Gamson, (1987)

Active Learning Definitions



• ICAP Definitions
• Interactive – learners engage in dialogues that meet two criteria: (a) 

both partners’ utterances must be primarily constructive, and (b) a 
sufficient degree of turn taking must occur.

• Constructive – learners generate or produce additional externalized 
outputs or products beyond what was provided in the learning 
materials.

• Active – learners undertake some form of overt motoric action or 
physical manipulation that cause focused attention

• Passive – learners being oriented toward and receiving information 
from the instructional materials without overtly doing anything else 
related to learning.

Chi, M., & Wylie, R. (2014)

Active Learning Definitions



Presenter
Presentation Notes
See page 6



Active Learning Strategies

● Concerns on the Board
● Think/Write⎼Pair⎼Share
● Free Write
● Polling Software

● Case Studies
● Problem-solving Tasks
● Pause to Discuss “why” or “how”
● Group Discussions with Assigned Roles



Active Learning in Face-to-Face Classes



Interactive 
Learning 

Strategies while 
Physical 

Distancing



Active Learning while 
Physical Distancing

bit.ly/lsu-alwpd

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insofar as possible, Create Breakout Rooms by discipline



Group #1 Breakout Room Activity (15 min)

• Learning Goal: Explore criminal justice careers related to 
each week's module.

• Learning Format: F2F, synchronous online

• Learning Activity: Students suggest Criminal Justice careers 
and investigate them. Then the careers are discussed in class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work as a group to identify one learning goal, preferably one from a course that at least one of you is currently teaching or will teach soon.Make sure it is SMART:SpecificMeasurableAttainableRelevantTime-Sensitive (i.e., includes a time-frame)Identify the Format: Online Synchronous, Online Asynchronous, or Physically-Distanced ClassroomFind an Activity in the Google Doc <bit.ly/lsu-alwpd> that aligns with your learning goal and learning format. List it here. Insofar as such is possible, begin to plan the activity. 



Group #2 Breakout Room Activity (15 min)

• Learning Goal: Balancing Chemical Equations
H2 + O2 --> 2H2O
• Learning Format: Online Synchronous Instruction

• Learning Activity: Breakout rooms/small group discussion 
format; have students solve an example and propose a 
solution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work as a group to identify one learning goal, preferably one from a course that at least one of you is currently teaching or will teach soon.Make sure it is SMART:SpecificMeasurableAttainableRelevantTime-Sensitive (i.e., includes a time-frame)Identify the Format: Online Synchronous, Online Asynchronous, or Physically-Distanced ClassroomFind an Activity in the Google Doc <bit.ly/lsu-alwpd> that aligns with your learning goal and learning format. List it here. Insofar as such is possible, begin to plan the activity. 



Group #3 Breakout Room Activity (15 min)

• Learning Goal:

• Learning Format:

• Learning Activity:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work as a group to identify one learning goal, preferably one from a course that at least one of you is currently teaching or will teach soon.Make sure it is SMART:SpecificMeasurableAttainableRelevantTime-Sensitive (i.e., includes a time-frame)Identify the Format: Online Synchronous, Online Asynchronous, or Physically-Distanced ClassroomFind an Activity in the Google Doc <bit.ly/lsu-alwpd> that aligns with your learning goal and learning format. List it here. Insofar as such is possible, begin to plan the activity. 



Prepare for 
Student 

Resistance



Pollev.com/rachelruppre297

OR

Text “RACHELRUPPRE297” to 37607 once to join. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“What do you find to be the biggest challenges to integrating active learning into your classes?”



“We Never Said it Would Be Easy” –Richard Felder

bit.ly/rfelder



1. Shock: “I don't believe it—we have to do homework in groups and she isn't 
going to lecture on the chapter before the problems are due?”

2. Denial: “She can't be serious about this—if I ignore it, it will go away.”
3. Strong emotion: “I can't do it—I'd better drop the course and take it next 

semester” or “She can't do this to me—I'm going to complain to the 
department head!”

4. Resistance and withdrawal: “I'm not going to play her dumb games—I don't 
care if she fails me.”

5. Surrender and acceptance: “OK, I think it's stupid but I'm stuck with it and I 
might as well give it a shot.”

6. Struggle and exploration: “These other guys seem to be getting this stuff—
maybe I need to try harder or do things differently to get it to work for me.”

7. Return of confidence: “Hey, I may be able to pull this off after all—I think it’s 
starting to work.” 

Stages of Grief as Students Take 
Responsibility for Own Learning



After successfully completing this workshop you will be able 
to:

• Describe the benefits of interactive learning
• Identify strategies to increase student engagement and learning
• Plan and use interactive learning strategies while physical 

distancing
• Prepare for student resistance

Goals



Questions?
cetl@highlands.edu

cetl.highlands.edu/resources/pedagogy/

bit.ly/cetl-alwpd

mailto:cetl@highlands.edu
https://sites.highlands.edu/cetl/resources/pedagogy/
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